The historical KRR
The Klondike Road Relay would begin in
Skagway at 7 p.m. YST.

If you ran the race, you received a t-shirt.

The KRR 39.5 and beyond
The race will begin at 8:30 p.m. in Skagway –
an hour-and-a-half later than previous races.
The adjusted time will allow racers to enjoy
the festivities at Rotary Park upon completing
the KRR.
Participants will not be getting a t-shirt as
part of their race package.
Instead, our partners at Coast Mountain
Sports will host a KRR store with new 39.5
swag.
This will allow the KRR to move forward with
best practices for environmental
responsibility, and keep registration costs
affordable.
All youth runners will receive a KRR ballcap
thanks to Northland Beverages.

There was no adult category to allow
participants 18+ to run from Carcross.
An awards ceremony was held at the
banquet.

The KRR will pilot ½ leg distances in 2022.
Adults can make a team that begins running
in Carcross on Sept. 10 and finishes at Rotary
Peace Park.
Awards will be presented at Rotary Park.
KRR mugs will be awarded to each individual
on the fastest team for each category and
gender at the Party in the Park.
On Sept. 12, the overall male and female leg
winners will be celebrated via KRR social
media.

An awards banquet and dance were held.

Fun Factor awards will be given for: best
costume, and most enthusiastic social media
team, plus more.
The Party in the Park will replace the banquet
and dance.

It hope to feature, fun and wellness zones,
food, music, and a beer garden.
Attendees at the Party in the Park can get
some epic prizes.
There’s $700 worth of New Balance shoe
certificates, Air North flights, plus much
more.

Had to pay full price for items.
Less sponsor involvement for racers.

Registration involved remembering your
racer ID.
Timing:
Results were linked to the KRR database –
which has collected and stored years’ worth
of data.
It also provided leg times on race day.

The party will start mid-afternoon and allows
the KRR organizers to create a COVID friendly
environment.
As part of your race kit, participants will
receive KRR currency that can be put toward
drinks, food, or swag.
The list of local sponsors for the KRR
continues to grow.
Keep your registration confirmation email
handy to receive great discounts from our
KRR partners.
A new, easier-to-use registration platform
has been implemented.
This year, the KRR team is moving toward a
new timing system. There may be some
hiccups along the way.
In 2022, timing may only have two loading
points – Carcross and the finish line.
Teams will receive their team-times
immediately. Individual leg times may take a
few days but organizers are working to have
this rectified by race day.

Leg 2 required runners to cross the road
twice, in the dark, slowing down traffic.

All the data collected this year, along with
past data will be integrated into a new
database.
Checkpoint 3 has moved up the road to
improve runner safety. Runners will not have
to cross the road.

Runners only had to wear reflective bands
when running at night.

Runners will need to provide lights, front and
back, along with reflective bands while
running at night.
If a runner does not have the required lights,
they will not be able to leave the checkpoint.

